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Preface 
The following document contains the Policy Plan of Foundation Taste Before You Waste (TBYW).              

This document explains the Strategy, Policy, Financials and Administration of the Foundation for             

2016-2021. This Plan was adopted by the Board on August 5th, 2016 and will be revised annually if                  

necessary.  
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1.0 The Problem  
Our food system is currently failing. At every step along the food supply chain, from agricultural                

production to household consumption, perfectly edible food is discarded unnecessarily          

(Gustavsson, Cederberg, & Sonesson, 2011), mounting to a total of 40% percent of all food               

produced for human consumption. Apart from the wastage of the food itself, scarce resources are               

exploited in an unsustainable manner (GO Science, 2011), causing water shortages, soil            

degradation (Dani, 2015), deforestation, declining fish stocks (Stuart, 2009), greenhouse gas and            

methane emissions (GO Science, 2011). In a world threatened by the possible effects of              

anthropogenic (man-made) climate change, pending water scarcity and many other          

environmental problems, the pressure of agriculture on the Earth’s ecosystem might be justified             

under the guise of necessity, but certainly not in order to produce unnecessary waste.  
 
At the same time, we are faced with the challenge of sustainably feeding an ever-growing world                

population that is expected to reach 9 billion by 2050 (Parfitt et al., 2010) and over 800 million                  

people worldwide are already living in hunger (Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 2013). The fact              

that in some developed countries there is up to 200% more food available than what their                

population physically needs, resulting in unnecessary waste (Stuart, 2009, p. 175), while in other              

places people are starving indicates that there is a fundamental imbalance “in the distribution of               

food and the resources with which to access it” (FAO, IFAD, & WFP, 2002, pp. 9–10). Therefore, a                  

wasteful food system is both environmentally irresponsible and socially unacceptable.  
 
With 38% of all food waste in the Netherlands coming from individuals (Gustavsson et al., 2011), it                 

is clear to us that this is largely a civic problem in need of a bottom-up solution. We, as consumers,                    

have the power to push for structural change and eliminate a large amount of food waste if we                  

own up to our responsibilities.  

 

 

2.0 How the Foundation began 
Luana Carretto became an anti food waste activist in November 2012 after watching             

a documentary that focused on the huge levels of food waste made not just by food              

manufacturers, but by everyone around her. She realised that food is available in such abundance               

that we don’t treat it like the valuable resource that it is. 

 

The day after watching the documentary, Luana was determined on taking action. She decided to               

approach local shops directly instead of resorting to dumpster diving, believing edible food should              

not be classified as waste in the first place and instead it should find its way to people’s bellies by                    

taking the dumpster out of the equation. To her amazement, most shop owners she inquired were                

more than happy to give her all the surplus food that would otherwise be thrown away at the end                   

of the day. 

 

Luana and her husband, Dennis, began picking up surplus food at 10 local shops and driving it to                  

the West of Amsterdam to a large group of refugees (We Are Here) but they quickly realised that                  

this was both very time-consuming and unsustainable. 
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Luana decided to collaborate with a local squat in the east of Amsterdam “Op de Valreep”, and                 

while the prospect of arranging an alternative food bank started off promising, complications             

emerged because she was not part of the squatter community. She decided that she needed to set                 

up her own organization: with the help of friends and a carrier cycle, she began Taste Before You                  

Waste. 

 

The amount of people helping Luana grew very quickly and the ideas and new opportunities just               

kept coming in.  As the organization grew, the time and amount of tasks related to the                

coordination kept growing alongside. By the time Luana was writing her Bachelor thesis in the               

winter of 2015 she was putting an average of 25 hours a week into the project. Taste Before You                 

Waste had evolved from a hobby into a fully functioning informally organized grass-root project,              

solely fuelled by the passion and endurance of its community. 

 

Somewhere along the way businesses had started offering to pay for TBYW's services and              

activities. Luana already had to turn down opportunities due to a lack of time. Foreseeing the end                

of her steady income through Study Grants, which had allowed her to invest so much time into                

TBYW, she had to choose between getting a job after her graduation and reducing the amount of                 

time she invested into TBYW or professionalize the organization and ensure its sustainability and              

growth through paid activities alongside the non-paid ones. 

 

After a long period of deliberation and conversations with the people most involved in TBYW, a                

new plan was forged. Determined to take TBYW to the next level, Luana and her dear friend,                 

Sophia Bensch, decided to take the leap together and fully invest all of their time and energy after                 

their graduation into the organization. On the 10th of February 2016 Taste Before You Waste             

registered in the Chamber of Commerce and became an official Foundation.  

 

 

3.0 Strategy 

3.1 Statutory objective 
The objective of the Foundation is contained in Article 3.1 of the Statutes (see Attachment 1) and                 

reads as follows:  

 

The Foundation aims at preventing unnecessary food waste by creating social awareness about the              

tremendous amount of edible food that is destroyed and all that is connected therewith or may be                 

conducive thereto, all in the broadest sense of the word. 

 

The Foundation seeks to be a public benefit organization as stated in article 2.3 of the Statutes as                  

well as from its actual activities. The Foundation does not seek profit for the profit itself. This is                  

evident from the fact that the organization's revenues achieved through activities serve for the              

realization of the Foundation’s objective. 

 

3.2 Mission  
Our mission at Taste Before You Waste is to raise awareness about the enormous amount of food                 

that is thrown away every day and educate people about what they can do to prevent this from                  
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happening. With knowledge of the problem and its solutions, the Foundation strives to inspire              

consumers to take matters into their own hands and be part of the solution.  

 

Taste Before You Waste has been popping up all over the Netherlands, in Bussum, Utrecht, Bergen                

and soon we go international, with the States and Canada. Serving consciousness on a platter is                

how the Foundation wants to revolutionise the food system, one neighbourhood at a time. 

 
3.3 Vision  
By raising awareness and empowering citizens, Taste Before You Waste contributes to a social              

movement that pushes for a fairer and more sustainable food system. It promotes a society in                

which food is highly valued, a society in which our perception is brought back to the                

understanding that food is the very basis of life. 

 

3.4 The Foundation’s key activities 
The Foundation seeks to achieve its objective, as stated in Article 3.1 of the Statutes by: 

● spreading information via the Foundation’s website and through other channels on how            

food waste can be prevented and creating a forum on this subject for like-minded people; 

● organizing other educational activities, including ‘food giveaway markets’, dinners,        

debates and film screenings; 

● maintaining an international network of like-minded organizations (satellite groups) and        

persons, that propagate the organization, get administrative support and are allowed to           

bear the name and logo of the Foundation, under yet to be determined conditions. 

● providing non-profit catering activities that strengthen and disseminate the social goal of            

the Foundation; 

● and all that is connected therewith or may be conducive thereto, as long as it contributes                

to the achievement of the above mentioned goal of the Foundation. 

 

3.5 How all of the Foundation’s activities contribute to its objective 
Taste Before You Waste saves surplus food from going to waste from local grocery shops (6 times                 

a week) and from producers (on an irregular basis). This food gives the Foundation the fuel and                 

inspiration for all of its activities, which are:  

3.5.1 Donations to Charities 

TBYW donates rescued food at least three times a week to several projects in Amsterdam. By                

supplying them with food donations, those who work for a better world or those who struggle to                 

gain access to food are able to eat healthily and for free. In this way, the Foundation does not only                    

redirect rejected food products back into the supply chain, but also makes those with a lack of                 

financial means, aware of the possibility of making use of food surplus to nourish themselves.  

3.5.2 Free-Food Markets 

Giving away food for free is a powerful way to engage in a conversation about food waste, as the                   

curiosity usually originates from the visitors when being offered perfectly good food for free.              

Whereas facts and figures on a global scale can seem distant and abstract, being confronted with                

the waste from a familiar street on any given day, brings the problem close to home. The                 

Foundation uses this method to trigger a realisation in the general public, which will stay with                
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them at least as long as they have and use the fruits, vegetables and bread from the market in                   

their homes.  

3.5.3 No-Waste Community Dinners 

Once a week the Foundation organises a No-Waste Community Dinner serving healthy, delicious,             

vegetarian dinners made from local food that would otherwise be wasted. Working with a              

pay-as-you-feel policy, keeps a low threshold to come in contact with the project. The dinners are                

the perfect place to showcase what one can do with unwanted veggies and inform people about                

the scale of food waste in their neighbourhood.  

3.5.4 Catering Events 

Whether at a casual lunch or a gala dinner, catering events are used as a platform to share the                   

Foundation’s message and show what variety of delicious meals can be made from society’s              

waste. In line with the ambition to educate and empower citizens, the delicious food creations are                

always accompanied by a short presentation and/or props to remind the guests of the failures of                

our current food system.  

3.5.5 Educational Workshops 

The Foundation runs workshops that heighten consciousness on food waste, as well as share skills               

that teach participants how to practice food conservation in the kitchen at home. For educational                

institutions Taste Before You Waste designs workshops with the intention of making children and              

young adults feel both responsible and empowered as the future generation. TBYW strives to              

achieve these learning outcomes through interactive and playful in-class interactions, depending           

on the level of education.  

3.5.6 Presentations 

Whether in a pitch, short talk or full length lecture; on the stage at TedX, in an interview, or as a                     

guest speaker at conferences, Luana Carretto, the Foundation’s founder, is an inspirational            

speaker on topics such as food waste, sustainability, social entrepreneurship, activism and how to              

motivate volunteers or society at large. Luana’s lectures inspire and empower her audience,             

ultimately benefitting active citizenship on relevant issues of which food waste is a major part of. 

3.5.7 Maintaining an international network of likeminded organizations 

TBYW aims to bring consciousness about food waste to ever more people in different parts of the                 

world and revolutionise the food system, one neighbourhood at a time. In order to increase its                

reach Taste Before You Waste is planning on growing both locally and globally. While growth is                

commonly associated with economic growth, social enterprises may define growth differently,           

such as the expansion of their mission. In fact, they have to consider several bottom lines at the                  

same time, social impact as well as profits (Kickul & Lyons, 2012) or in the case of Taste Before You                    

Waste a triple bottom line: social impact, profit and environmental impact. 

 

However beneficial growth may be to a mission, a social enterprise must first build the capacities                

necessary to implement and sustain growth. Although Taste Before You Waste is only now              

formalising as an organization, it already brings great levels of capacity with it from its existence as                 

an informal charitable organization. Within the local community in which it operates, namely             

Amsterdam (Oost), TBYW has already established itself. Our events, caterings, dinners, markets            
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and online presence is enjoying increasing popularity among students, families, governmental           

institutions, fellow organizations and the general public.  

 

Despite the distinctively local character of TBYW’s operations, the concept is very transferable to              

many local communities. TBYW is a form of social franchise with satellite groups, which are               

independently owned and operated, but enjoy support from the network. They receive access to              

information, designs, contacts and other resources for free in return for spreading the shared              

mission to another community. To insure legitimacy, the satellite groups have to sign contracts              

stating their alignment with TBYW’s mission and their agreement to remain non-profit at all times. 

 

Taste Before You Waste has already been established in several locations within the Netherlands,              

namely Bussum, Bergen and Utrecht and will soon be represented in Germany and Canada as well.                

The scaling plan for the next decades is to is to continue and expand the number of franchisees                  

from one year to the next, whether within or outside of the Netherlands in order to create a                  

global network. 

 
3.6 The Foundation’s Achievements 
Since its beginning as an unofficial project in November 2012 Taste Before You Waste :  

● had over 150 different Food Heroes and 17 interns contributing their time and effort into               

making Taste Before You Waste what it is today; 

● organised 180 Free-Food Markets, served roughly 5000 meals during 160 Community           

Dinners, produced 1 theatre show, held 2 demonstrations, screened 5 documentaries,         

hosted 3 debates, provided 10 food-saving workshops, gave 25 lectures and organized 4            

educational programs for university students; 

● gathered a Facebook community of over 3,000 followers, regularly reacting, liking,           

commenting and sharing our content, as well as attending the events that we promote              

online; 

● distributed 17 editions of our monthly newsletter which currently has over 360            

subscribers; 

● saved over 40 tons of perfectly edible food from going to waste during our daily pick-ups,                

collecting in each approximately  50 kg of fruits, vegetables and bread; 

● avoided an estimate of over 70 tons of CO2 emissions by making sure that these 40 tons of                  

fruits, vegetables and bread are enjoyed instead of wasted, along with all the resources              

that were needed to produce them; 

● But it doesn’t stop there; inspired by the effort of Taste Before You Waste Amsterdam,               

new heroes in other cities were born. There are now independently organized Taste             

Before You Waste projects in Bussum, Utrecht, Bergen and there are more coming soon.  

 
 
4.0 Policy 

4.1 How the Foundation raises funds 
The Foundation raises funds for the realization of its objective, as stated in Article 3.1 of the                 

Statutes. The funds consist of gifts, bequests, legacies, grants and donations, as well as other               

acquisitions. 

The acquisition of funds is done inter alia by the following activities: 
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● providing donation opportunities at our own events and on our website; 

● one-on-one contact with interested persons or bodies; 

● offering non-profit catering and educational activities; 

● recruiting new contacts/partners/donors, through letters, phone or the use of          

multimedia and social media; 

● participating in start-up and/or acceleration competitions; 

● applying for municipal/provincial/state/European or any other type of grant; 

● the organization of events to obtain financial resources. This can be done by personal              

initiatives of people or organizations; 

● furthermore, the Foundation wants to approach magazines, newspapers and other          

media outlets to gain support for its objective. 

 

4.2 How the Foundation utilizes and manages its funds 
The funds of the Foundation serve for the realization of the Foundation’s objective. Natural             

persons or legal persons may not possess the assets of the Foundation as if it were their own. The                

Foundation may not retain more assets than are reasonably necessary for the continuity of the               

planned activities of the Foundation. If after deduction of all costs, there are any funds remaining                

at the end of the calendar year, they will remain on the Foundation’s reserve to absorb any                 

setback in the following year or will be invested in activities to promote the growth of the                 

organization and increase its impact.  

 

The Foundation is represented by the Board or by two jointly acting Board Members. The Board                

may grant power of attorney to one or more persons (including members of the Coordination               

Team) to represent the foundation. The trustee represents the Foundation in compliance with the              

limits of his proxy agreement. Currently the Foundation’s Chair, H.D. Andriesse, and Treasurer, J.A.              

Marques Branco, as well as its employees, Luana Carretto and Sophia Bensch, have access to the                

Foundation’s bank account and are authorized to conduct payments up to € 750,- when              

representing the Foundation or conducting their daily coordination activities. For payments higher            

than €750,- authorisation is needed from at least two Board Members.  

 

The Foundation must keep financial statements. The financial statements have to include a             

balance sheet, a profit and loss statement and notes to the financial statements. In these               

statements the Foundation must clarify all expenses reimbursed to Board members, full-time        

heroes (employees) and part-time heroes (volunteers & interns). Moreover, the records must also             

clarify all costs made to manage the Foundation and all other costs that were made in pursuit of                

the Foundation’s objective.  

 

After the financial statement is compiled by the Treasurer, the Board assesses and verifies the               

documents after which they are signed by each Board member. If the signature of one of them is                  

missing, this has to be justified in the document. Following approval the financial statement will               

be published on the Foundation’s website within six months after the end of the fiscal year (which                 

runs from January 1st to December 31st). 
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4.3 Remuneration Policy 

4.3.1 The Board 

As stated in Article 2.5 of the Statutes, the Board members do not receive remuneration for their                

work.  The definition of remuneration, does however not include reasonable reimbursement of           

expenses incurred for the benefit of the Foundation nor does it include non-excessive           

attendance-fee. All fees paid to Board members are recorded as such and elucidated in the             

financial statements. 

4.3.2 The Full-Time Heroes 

The Foundation’s hierarchy is fluid and members are valued according to their time investment.              

Only heroes contributing more than 32 hours per week qualify for a salary. Since we believe                

everyone’s time is worth the same, regardless of the role they are in, all paid employees receive                 

the same salary. This salary which amounts to € 2169.- gross per month for a 40 hour work-week,                  

has been established by taking 90% of the weighted average market salary for people working in                

education, as a caterer, manager and as a representative. Moreover, Full-Time Food Heroes are            

reimbursed all expenses incurred for the benefit of the Foundation. 

4.3.3 The Part-Time Heroes 

Neither interns or volunteers receive remuneration for their work. However, any expenses they             

make for the benefit of the Foundation are reimbursed, provided that it was agreed upon in                

advance, and the appropriate documentation for accounting purposes was presented, validated,           

and accepted. 

 

4.4 Destination of the liquidation balance 
As stated in Article 15.4 of the Statutes, funds remaining after the dissolution of the Foundation                

will only be designated by the Board to a fiscally recognized Public Benefit Organization with a                

similar objective or to a foreign institution which aims exclusively or almost exclusively to serve               

the public interest and a has a similar objective. 

 

 

5.0 Financials 
Since Taste Before You Waste only became a Foundation on the 10th of February 2016, there are                 

no financial statements with a balance sheet and a profit and loss statement yet. To ensure                

transparency in the meantime a budget for 2016 has been compiled.  

 

Again we emphasize that the Foundation intends to be a Public Benefit Organization and does not                

aim to make a profit. All funds are thus used to serve the realization of the Foundation’s objective. 

 

Note, also the catering activities that generate most of the Foundation’s revenue are not aimed at                

making a profit; their primary purpose is the creation of awareness and education. Financing the               

other activities of the Foundation with the catering revenue is secondary. 
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6.0 Administration 

6.1 The Board 
As indicated in Article 5, 7 and 8 of the Statutes, the Board of the Foundation consists of at least                    

three and at most five individuals. The Board is charged with the management of the Foundation.                

In the performance of their duties and powers the Board is guided by the objective and benefit of                  

the Foundation. The Board meets at least twice a year and whenever a Board member considers it                 

desirable. The minutes of the meeting shall be adopted and signed by the chairperson of that                

meeting or adopted by a subsequent meeting and then in witness thereof signed by the               

chairperson of that meeting.  

 

The Board consists of a chair, secretary and treasurer.  

Chair: H.D. Andriesse  

Secretary: Coby Babani  

Treasurer: J.A. Marques Branco  

 

6.2 The Advisory Board 
As stated in Article 10 of the Statutes, the Foundation has an Advisory Board which has the right                  

to provide the Board with both solicited and unsolicited advice with the aim of promoting the              

affairs of the Foundation. The Advisory Board consists of the members of the coordination team,              

as well as those who are invited by the Board to join the Advisory Board.  

 

7.0 Details of the Foundation 
Foundation Taste Before You Waste is a Foundation that is registered in Amsterdam, with KvK               

number 65311884 and address P. Lieftinckstraat 25, 1067 VW Amsterdam.  

 

The Board consists of a chair, secretary and treasurer.  

Chair: H.D. Andriesse  

Secretary: Coby Babani  

Treasurer: J.A. Marques Branco  

 

The tax number (RSIN number) of the Foundation is: 856 061 086  

The IBAN number of the Foundation is: NL88 TRIO 0391 1254 43 

 

All information is published on the website and may be downloaded via 

www.amsterdam.tastebeforeyouwaste.org  

 

The Foundation can be contacted via email through info@TasteBeforeYouWaste.org or via post on             

P. Lieftinckstraat 25, 1067 VW Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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